
 
 

My travel blog about Dornumersiel 
 
 
Hi guys, 
today I'm posting a blog about my last holiday: 
The place we were is in the north of Germany at the North Sea, the village is 
called Dornumersiel; it's near Bensersiel, a popular village there. We went by 
car and stayed for a week. 
Here's a map of all the villages there: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
On our first day we looked around in our village, went shopping so that we had 
something to eat, visited our flat packed our luggage into the cupboards and 
went to the near-by beach, there was a playground a couple of chairs to sit in in 
Germany we say “Strandkörbe” to them. 
 
On the second day we took our bikes and rode on a cycle path to Bensersiel and 
on the way to Neuharlingersiel we were very close to the water on a small hill 
witch is there along the whole coast it's called “Deich” and here's what it looks 
like: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
By the way, there're lots of sheep on the dykes. They have to be there to make  
the floor hard so that it won’t break. The dyke is very important because of the 
water that's coming two times a day. 
In front of Neuharlingersiel there is a beach bar we knew and there we relaxed a 
bit. After a couple of hours we rode back home when it suddenly started to rain. 
This wasn't so nice but we didn't stop. When we were back home it stopped 
raining, what a bad luck! 
After we ate dinner I had to sleep on a couch and my dad was sleeping in a bed. 
I'm used to sleeping on a couch in holidays. 
 
On the third day we had breakfast and then we went in the other direction of the 
cycle path. The city we came to was Neßmersiel. Neßmersiel wasn't part of the 
tourist area and it wasn't so beautiful like Bensersiel so we decided to rode back 
home. Then we went to the beach by Dornumersiel and spent our day there. On 
this day I also wanted to go into the water but it wasn't there. It looked like this: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Everything was very muddy and slippery. I knew that at the North Sea we 
would have times were the water is gone and times when the water is here. So I 
had to wait a few hours and then I went into the water. 
 
On the fourth day we drove to Neuharlingersiels harbour and looked at all the 
ships there we also ate an ice cream and looked a bit in the shops there. This 
day wasn't so exciting like the others. At the evening wed decided that we want 
to go to a bigger city tomorrow, the next bigger city was Dornum so we had a 
goal were to go. 
 
Like saied before on the fifth day we went to Dornum by car. We parked our car 
in an underground car park and went to the marketplace. At first, we looked 
around where to go because we didn't know where we had to go but then 
decided to walk in a random street. At first we visited a clothing shop because 
my dad liked the jacked which was in front of the shop. Then we went to a book 
shop there were lots of funny comics but I didn't buy one. Then we went to a 



restaurant because we were hungry. After that we went to a big shopping mall 
there were so many shops that we didn't meet all of them. 
Then we decided to drove back home but a different way and had dinner at a 
restaurant. We ate a bread roll with fish on it. Behind the restaurant we saw a 
mini golf park and looked at it after we ate. It was a bit to late for playing so we 
planned it for the next day. 
 
On day six we ate breakfast then we stayed a bit at the flat and then we went to 
Dornum again and played mini golf. It was very hard to hit all the holes but I 
think I did well. After we had played, we saw another game called “ludo” and 
we played a round. Luckily I won but it was pretty close till the end. Then we 
drove back home ate something and started to pack a bit of the luggage into our 
cases. 
 
On the seventh and last day we packed the rest of the luggage into the cases ate 
something and then we went back home. 
 
All in all I think it was a beautiful holiday and we had lot of fun there but I'm 
also happy to be back home again. 
 
Hope you found it interesting. 
 
By Manolo 


